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In compliance with section 19 of Chapter 188 of the Acts of 2010 (An Act Relative to 

Municipal Relief), and on behalf of the individual treasurers of each governmental 

unit of the Franklin Regional Retirement System, this presentation is made to the 

“Chief Executive Officers” of the various units - (Selectboards, Commissioners, 

Executive Directors, Superintendents, Boards of Directors, Administrators). 

 

The Municipal Relief Act of 2010 included section 19, which allows retirement systems to increase the 

maximum COLA base for retirees by $1,000 increments.  

  
SECTION 19. Section 103 of said chapter 32, as so appearing, is hereby amended by 

adding the following paragraph: - (j) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), the board of any system that establishes a 

schedule pursuant to section 22D or 22F, may increase the maximum base amount on which the cost-of-living 

adjustment is calculated, in multiples of $1,000. Each increase in the maximum base amount shall be accepted by 

a majority vote of the board of such system, subject to the approval of the legislative body. For the purpose of this 

section, “legislative body” shall mean, in the case of a city, the city council in accordance with its charter, in the case 

of a town, the town meeting, in the case of a district, the district members, and, in the case of an authority, the 

governing body. In the case of a county or region, acceptance shall be by the county or regional retirement board 

advisory council at a meeting called for that purpose by the county or regional retirement board that shall notify 

council members at least 60 days before the meeting. Upon receiving notice, the treasurer of a town belonging to the 

county or regional retirement system shall make a presentation to the town’s chief executive officer, as defined in 

paragraph (c) of subdivision (8) of section 22, regarding the impact of the increase in the cost-of-living adjustment 

base, the failure of which by a treasurer shall not impede or otherwise nullify the vote by the advisory council. 

Acceptance of an increase in the maximum base amount shall be deemed to have occurred upon the filing of the 

certification of such vote with the commission. A decision to accept an increase in the maximum base amount may not 

be revoked. 

  

At its January 26, 2016 meeting, the board voted to increase the COLA base from $16,000 to $17,000, 

thereby initiating an approval process that includes a vote by the Advisory Council 60 days or later from 

the date of this notification The Advisory Council, which is made up of the treasurers from the member 

units of the retirement system, will meet on May 25, 2016, at 11:30 am, in the meeting room at the 

retirement office (278 Main Street, Greenfield), for the purpose of voting approval, or not, of the increase 

to the COLA base.   

  

The purpose of this presentation is to report the impact of raising the COLA base.  The cost/benefit 

analysis is derived from calculations done by an actuary that uses accepted standards to arrive at true 

funding schedules.   

 

In addition to this written report, there will be an information session: 
Thursday, April 21, 2016, 9:00 am 

 

Location: Franklin Regional Retirement, 278 Main Street, Suite 311, Greenfield 

seating is limited – call to reserve – 413 774 4837 x 4  

or email: ExDr@FRRSMA.com 

directions: www.FRRSMA.com 

mailto:ExDr@FRRSMA.com
http://www.frrsma.com/
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Annually the Board has the option to grant a COLA to the retirees.  The COLA amount can be as much 

as 3%, however, it is limited to the first $16,000 of the retiree’s benefit. For example, a retiree receiving 

$5,000 annually would receive a $150 increase, $10,000 annually would be $300, and $16,000 would be 

$480 - as would any amount over $16,000, e.g. $22,000 would get $480, $37,123.56 would get $480, 

$41,555.09 would get $480 - effectively eroding the actual COLA percentage of those whose benefit is 

greater than $16,000. 

 

The above stated section of Massachusetts Retirement Law, MGL 32 §103, provides the retirement board 

with a mechanism to increase the COLA base and reduce the number of retirees receiving less than the 

full 3%.  With secondary approval of the Advisory Council, the Board can increase the COLA base in 

$1,000 increments, which can be multiples of 1,000 each time. However, increasing the COLA base adds 

a permanent increase to the future expenses of the retirement system.   

 

Every two years the board has a new actuarial analysis performed to update the calculation of the 

system’s future liability for retirement benefits and to recalculate the annual assessments for the next 20 

years.  These regular updates provide the board with timely opportunities to adjust to changing/changed 

conditions (investments, retirements, employment trends) which they can address using a number of 

variables such as: assumed rate of return on investments, rate of salary increase for active employees, 

length of the funding schedule, and amortization rate.  These options are also available to the board when 

it is working to accommodate an increase to the COLA base, allowing the board to minimize the cost 

impact while providing beneficial impacts.  Using the latest data, an estimate of the costs is shown in this 

chart: 
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Barring options to adjust variables in the actuarial process, it is expected that funding for the increase will 

come from future investment returns. Otherwise, the increase would be funded by assessments to the 

employers.  

 

The year 2015 was a flat year for investment returns. This system’s earnings for the year were 1.1%, 

despite that, over the long-term this system’s returns are ahead of its targets, and are in the top percentiles 

compared to other Massachusetts systems, and, they compare favorably with other state systems. Over the 

last 30 years, FRRS has averaged 8.51% versus its target average of 7.94%, and since the 2008 recession, 

FRRS as averaged 11.03% versus 7.86%. (The assumed target in the chart below is what was/is used in 

the actuarial calculation of future investment earnings available for funding future retirement costs.) 
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Within the state, FRRS was ranked number 16 in 2014 (out of 106 systems), 7
th

 over five years, 8
th

 over 

ten years, and 67
th

 over thirty years (8.59%). 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Across the country, compared with states with similar retirement systems (and Warren Buffet thrown-in 

for perspective), FRRS is keeping up. 
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Over time, FRRS has been steadily increasing its COLA base and is $2,000 behind the Town of 

Montague, which has been at $18,000 since 2012. 
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At the end of 2015, the average annual retiree benefit in this system was $15,521 - which means that 

roughly half of the retirees (those receiving greater than $16,000) are affected by the COLA base and are 

receiving less than a full COLA. For example: 3% for a $16,000 retiree is $480. A $32,000 retiree would 

receive the same amount ($480), but for them it represents only a 1.5% COLA. 
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Comparing FRRS to Social Security is somewhat apples and oranges. Social Security applies the COLA 

increase to the full amount of the retirement allowance.  FRRS is limited to the first $16,000 of annual 

benefit for each retiree - the effect of which is to cause the average retiree of this system, over time, to fall 

farther and farther behind a like-benefited social security recipient (as well as active employees).  

Increasing the COLA base to $17,000 will help FRRS retirees keep pace with Social Security in the 

coming years when it is anticipated that Social Security COLAs will return to normal. 

 

The chart below is a “what-if” comparison of the effect of historical COLAs as applied to average retirees 

(and employee) using 2011 average benefits/salaries. One can see that it takes from the year 2000 until the 

year 2016 before the FRRS retiree’s cumulative benefit builds enough to catch the Social Security retiree. 

One can also see that the “actual” percentage for FRRS retirees improves when the COLA base is 

increased (see yellow and green highlights in 2010 and beyond). 
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The net benefit to the three subjects is graphically represented in the line graph that follows.  
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Investment earnings (money from “Wall Street”) fund a large part of each member’s retirement. With the 

increase of the COLA base from $16,000 to $17,000, retirees will receive up to thirty extra dollars in the 

first year.  In subsequent years it will be an additional $30 ($60, 90, 120, etc.).  A retiree that lives another 

20 years after retirement will have an additional $6,300 to spend over the 20 years. Multiply that by the 

172 retirees most effected and the total is over one million dollars. 

                                        
 

 

The board has voted to increase the base to $17,000 this July 1
st
. During the summer of 2016, a new 

actuarial valuation will be performed that will incorporate the increased base into the funding schedule. 

Because there are many factors effecting the valuation, it is not possible to know what options for 

mitigation might be available to the board until the valuation is complete. However, the amount in 

question will be around $32,000 per year for the next 20 years. 

 

 

 

This concludes the report. 

 

 
 

Dale Kowacki, Executive Director 


